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Abstra t. Innite anti hains of permutations have long been used to
ounterexamples. We prove the existen e and detail the
rates. As a

onsequen e, we show that every proper permutation

fun tion. While this result implies the

onstru t interesting permutation

lasses and

onstru tion of innite anti hains with arbitrarily large growth
lass is

ontained in a

lass with a rational generating

on lusion of the Mar us-Tardos theorem, that theorem is used in our proof.
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1 Introdu tion
The permutation

π

of length

n

ontains the permutation

a not-ne essarily- ontiguous subsequen e of length

π = 391867452

(written in list, or one-line notation)

the subsequen e

k

σ

of length

k,

written

in the same relative order as

ontains

σ = 51342,

as

σ ≤ π , if π has
σ . For example,

an be seen by

91672 (= π(2)π(3)π(5)π(6)π(9)).
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Figure 1: The anti hain of split-end paths.

Figure 2: On the left, the plot of the in reasing os illating sequen e.
permutation

On the right, the plot of the

687219345 = 3142[132, 21, 1, 123].

Sin e the earliest studies on permutation patterns, it has been known that the set of permutations
ordered by

ontainment

ontains innite anti hains (sets of pairwise in omparable elements): Pratt [10℄

onstru ted su h a set in his studies of double-ended queues in 1973. This fa t should not be surprising.
While the

elebrated Minor Theorem of Robertson and Seymour [11℄ shows that graphs ordered by

the minor relation do not

ontain an innite anti hain, the minor relation is not analogous to the

ontainment order on permutations.

The

ontainment order on permutations is mu h more similar

to the indu ed subgraph order on graphs, and under this order graphs
anti hains; one su h anti hain

onsists of all

y les, while another

learly do

ontain innite

onsists of the split-end paths shown

in Figure 1.
In fa t, from the graph anti hain of split-end paths we
of permutations.

Given a permutation

{1, . . . , n} where i ∼ j if and
subgraph of Gπ (although the reverse

verti es

π

of length

only if

i<j

n,

and

an easily

onstru t an innite anti hain

its inversion graph is the graph

π(i) > π(j).

If

does not ne essarily hold), so to

σ≤π

then

Gσ

Gπ

on the

is an indu ed

onstru t an innite anti hain

of permutations, we need only nd a set of permutations whose inversion graphs are split-end paths.
To this end, we dene the in reasing os illating sequen e as the sequen e

4, 1, 6, 3, 8, 5, . . . , 2k + 2, 2k − 1, . . .
(see Figure 2). For

•

the rst

•

the least

We refer to

m

σm

m

m ≥ 4,

let

σm

denote the permutation in the same relative order as

entries of the in reasing os illating sequen e if

m

is even, or

entries (by value) of the in reasing os illating sequen e if

as an in reasing os illation of length

os illations of ea h length,
The inversion graph of

orresponding to

σm

σm

m.

For

m ≥ 3,

m

there are pre isely two in reasing

and its (group-theoreti ) inverse,

is a path of length

m,

−1 .
σm

so to nd a set of permutations whose inversion

graphs are split-end paths, we merely need to blow up the endpoints of
ru ial to our

is odd.

onstru tions, we des ribe it in some detail.

σm .

As this operation is
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Figure 3: Two members of the innite anti hain
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on the left, with their inversion graphs displayed

on the right.

An interval in the permutation

π

{π(i) : i ∈ I} is also ontiguous.
0, 1, and n, and other intervals are

set

is a set of

I = {a, a + 1, . . . , b} su h that the
length n has trivial intervals of lengths

ontiguous indi es

Every permutation
alled proper.

π

of

A permutation with no proper intervals is

alled

simple.
Simple permutations are pre isely those that do not arise from a non-trivial ination, in the follow-

σ of length m and nonempty
σ[α1 , . . . , αm ], is the permutation

of

σ

by

α1 , . . . , αm ,

repla ing ea h entry
are order isomorphi

denoted

σ(i) by an interval that
to σ . For example,

α1 , . . . , αm , the ination
|α1 | + · · · + |αm | obtained by

permutations

ing sense. Given a permutation

of length

is order isomorphi

to

αi

in su h a way that the intervals

2413[1, 132, 321, 12] = 4 798 321 56.
It

an be established that every permutation is the ination of a unique simple permutation,

alled

its simple quotient and, moreover, that the intervals in su h an ination are unique unless the simple
quotient is

12

21.
τ and σ

or

Note that if

are simple, then any embedding witnessing the

σ[α1 , . . . , αm ] either maps all of τ [β1 , . . . , βn ]
αij with σ(i1 ) . . . σ(in ) order isomorphi to τ .

into a single interval

αi ,

ontainment

or ea h

βj

τ [β1 , . . . , βn ] ≤

maps into distin t

U , whose inversion graphs
are split-end paths. The elements of U are formed by inating the endpoints of σm by the interval 12
for all m ≥ 4: if m is even we inate the least and greatest entries of σm , while if m is odd we inate
the least and rightmost entries of σm . This anti hain ontains one permutation of ea h length n ≥ 6.
We

an now des ribe an innite anti hain of permutations, whi h we

all

In the remainder of this introdu tion, we give some ba kground on permutation

lasses, and in

parti ular, the role that innite anti hains have played in the investigation of permutation
the following two se tions we detail our
proper permutation
Permutation

lass is

to use a graph-theoreti
thus if

C

onstru tion of large innite anti hains and prove that every

ontained in a

lasses. A permutation

lass with a rational generating fun tion.

lass (whi h we often abbreviate to

lass ) is a downset (or,

notion, hereditary property) of permutations under the

is a permutation

lass,

π ∈ C,

the minimal permutations not in the

lasses. In

and

σ≤π

then

σ ∈ C.

Permutation

lasses

ontainment order;
an be spe ied by

lass, whi h ne essarily form an anti hain and whi h we

basis. In other words, for ea h permutation

lass there is a (possibly innite) anti hain

C = Av(B) = {π : π 6≥ β

for all

β ∈ B}.

B

all the

su h that
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Permutation

lasses

ontain. Given a set

X

an also be spe ied more positively in terms of the permutations they do

X ≤ = {σ : σ ≤ π
Mu h of the resear h on permutation
Given a set

Xn

X

losure as

of permutations, we dene its

for some

lasses has fo used on their exa t and asymptoti

of permutations (notably a permutation

the set of permutations in

X

π ∈ X}.

n.
X

of length

X

The generating fun tion of

x|π| =

nonempty

X

n≥1

enumeration.

lass, or an innite anti hain), we denote by
is then

|Xn |xn ,

π∈X
where

|π| denotes the length of π .

(As a matter of

onvention, ex ept when expli itly stated otherwise,

we do not in lude the empty permutation in our generating fun tions.) The upper and lower growth

rates of this set

X

are dened, respe tively, by

p
n
|Xn |,
n→∞
p
gr(X) = lim inf n |Xn |.

gr(X) = lim sup
n→∞

If

gr(X) = gr(X),

then we

all this quantity the proper growth rate of

Exponential Growth Formula (whi h is an easy
and asymptoti

X

and denote it by

onsequen e of Pringsheim's Theorem)

gr(X).

The

onne ts exa t

enumeration.

Exponential Growth Formula (see Flajolet and Sedgewi k [5, Se tion IV.3.2℄) The upper growth

rate of the set

X

of permutations is equal to the re ipro al of the least positive singularity of its

generating fun tion.
For permutation

lasses, the Mar us-Tardos Theorem [7℄ (formerly the Stanley-Wilf Conje ture)

states every proper permutation

lass has a nite upper growth rate; here proper means that the

lass omits at least one permutation. It is not known whether proper permutation

lasses have proper

growth rates.
lasses. Innite anti hains

The role of infinite anti hains in the study of permutation

have been used frequently to

onstru t exoti

permutation

lasses with

ounterintuitive properties.

Perhaps the rst su h result is due to Murphy [8℄. Noonan and Zeilberger [9℄ had
every nitely based permutation

lass has a holonomi

that the generating fun tion for the
spa e over

C(x).

(or

D -nite)

⋆ that

onje tured

†

generating fun tion , meaning

lass and all its derivatives generate a nite dimensional ve tor

Murphy showed that this nitely based hypothesis is essential, by observing that

be ause there are innite anti hains of permutations, there are un ountably many permutation
⋆

Te hni ally, Noonan and Zeilberger made a seemingly stronger

stronger laim is equivalent to the form presented here.
†
It should be noted that Zeilberger has sin e repudiated his
the

Third International Conferen e on Permutation Patterns,

based permutation

Av1000 (1324).

lasses with non-holonomi

lasses

onje ture, but Atkinson [2℄ proved that their

onje ture.

As reported by Elder and Vatter [4℄, at

in 2005, Zeilberger

onje tured that there are nitely

generating fun tions. He went on to spe ulate that not even God knows
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generating fun tions with integer

oe ients.
Another example is the membership problem: given a basis
how long does it take (in the worst

ase, as a fun tion of

n) to

B

and a permutation

de ide if

π ∈ Av(B)?

ountably many algorithms, it follows trivially that there are permutation

π

of length

n,

As there are only

lasses with unde idable

membership problems.
A third and nal example of the usefulness of innite anti hains
Bollobás, and Morris [3℄.
graphs

G and H

on

on erns a

onje ture of Balogh,

They studied ordered graphs under the indu ed subgraph order  given

{1, . . . , n} and {1, . . . , k}, respe tively, we say that H is an ordered subgraph of G if
f : {1, . . . , k} → {1, . . . , n} su h that i ∼H j if and only if f (i) ∼G f (j).

there is an in reasing inje tion

Balogh, Bollobás, and Morris had
of ordered graphs is algebrai .
ordered graphs, simply by
the

lass, and so their

permutation

onje tured that every upper growth rate of a hereditary property

Every permutation

lass

an be viewed as a hereditary property of

onsidering ordered versions of the inversion graphs of the permutations in

onje ture was stronger than the statement that every upper growth rate of a

lass is algebrai . Albert and Linton [1℄ disproved this

U.

involving variations on the anti hain
number greater than

2.48188

onje ture, with a

onstru tion

Vatter [12℄ rened this te hnique to show that every real

is the upper growth rate of a permutation

lass.

Klazar [6℄, among

others, has suggested that the Balogh-Bollobás-Morris Conje ture may still hold for nitely based
lasses of permutations / hereditary properties of ordered graphs, but, as with the Noonan-Zeilberger
Conje ture, it is now

lear that the nite basis hypothesis is ne essary.

2 The Constru tion
At the Third International Conferen e on Permutation Patterns (see Elder and Vatter [4℄), the rst
author of this arti le asked whether there are anti hains with arbitrarily large upper growth rates. We
begin by
Let

onstru ting su h anti hains.

A

be any anti hain of permutations (we will typi ally take

matter for the

α∈
/A .
U:
≤

We

onstru tion), and

α

onstru t the anti hain

any permutation whi h is not

UA,α

A

to be nite, but this does not

ontained in any member of

by inating the os illations

σm

form

•

if

•

if

m

is even, inate the least and greatest entries of

by arbitrary elements of

m

mu h as we did to

by

α,

and inate all other entries of

σm

σm

by

α,

and inate all other entries of

σm

A.

In this notation, the anti hain

U

we

onstru ted in the Introdu tion is

Proposition 2.1 For any anti hain

anti hain.

A

and permutation

α ∈
/ A≤ ,

U{1},12 .

the set

UA,α

forms an innite

σ, π ∈ UA,α . By the denition of simple permutations, it follows that
σ must embed into a single interval of π , or the simple quotient of σ (the in reasing os illation that
was inated to form σ ) must embed into the simple quotient of π . The rst possibility annot o ur
Proof. Suppose that

σ≤π

m≥4

i.e.,

A;

is odd, inate the least and rightmost entries of

by arbitrary elements of

σm

for

A,

for
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be ause

α ≤ σ,

impossible be ause
Now

σ
|σ| > |α|.

and thus

ould only embed into the two intervals of

onsider the se ond possibility. Both

σ

π,

σ

length.

σ

and

A,

are in reasing os illations, this

and sin e

A

but this is

must embed into the smallest maximal proper interval of

is an anti hain, we

However, sin e the simple

an only be a hieved if they are of the same

Finally, sin e the remaining maximal proper intervals of

permutations in
is if

π

α,

π were formed by inating the smallest and the
by α. Sin e α annot embed in any other interval,

and similarly with the greatest/rightmost maximal proper intervals.

quotients of

ontaining

and

greatest/rightmost entries of their simple quotients
the smallest maximal proper interval of

π

σ

and

π

are order isomorphi

on lude that the only way

σ

ould embed into

σ = π.

Now

UA,α .

onsider the enumeration of

length at least

4

whi h are inated in the

to

π
✷

The generating fun tion for the in reasing os illations of
onstru tion of

UA,α

is

x4
= x4 + x5 + · · · .
1−x
If

a(x)

A and α has length k + 1, the generating fun tion for UA,α
x in the numerator by xk+1 ( orresponding to inations by
x by a(x) ( orresponding to inations by arbitrary elements

denotes the generating fun tion for

is formed by substituting two instan es of

α), and
A),

repla ing all other o

urren es of

of

x2k+2 a2 (x)
.
1 − a(x)
By the Exponential Growth Formula, the upper growth rate of
positive solution to

a(x) = 1

a(x).
A = Sk ,

or possibly, in the

ase where

A

UA,α

is the re ipro al of the least

is innite, the re ipro al of the least

singularity of
Now set

α to be any
a(x) = 1 is

k (whi h is trivially an anti hain), and take
a(x) = k!xk , so the least positive solution of

the set of all permutation of length

permutation of length

k + 1.

We see that

e
1
∼
x= √
k
k
k!
by Stirling's Formula. We therefore

gr(USk ,α ) → ∞

as

k → ∞.

onstru ted anti hains of arbitrarily large upper growth rates, but every element of

We have
has length

on lude that

ongruent to

problem, we alter our

2

modulo

k,

USk ,α

so these anti hains do not have proper growth rates. To x this

onstru tion slightly. Choose an arbitrary permutation

set

τ

of length

k − 1,

and

Aτ = {τ } ∪ {π ∈ Sk : τ 6≤ π}.
It is not di ult to see that every permutation of length
permutations of length

k,

so the generating fun tion of

k − 1 is
Aτ is

ontained in

(k − 1)2 + 1 = k2 − 2k + 2


xk−1 + k! − k2 + 2k − 2 xk .

Clearly we still have
growth rate.

gr(UAτ ,α ) → ∞

as

k → ∞,

but now we

laim that this anti hain has a proper
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Proposition 2.2 For any permutations

(with

Aτ

τ

of length

k−1

and

α


c = k! − k2 + 2k − 2 ,

so the generating fun tion for

k + 1, the anti
∞ as k → ∞.

of length

onstru ted as above) has a proper growth rate, whi h tends to

Proof. Let
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UAτ ,α

is given by

2
x2k xk−1 + cxk
.
1 − xk−1 − cxk

It is known that if the denominator of a rational generating fun tion has a unique root
origin then its

orresponding sequen e is determined by the least positive root of

the denominator of this generating fun tion, say
unique root of modulus

ωr

say

losest to the

oe ients have a proper growth rate. By the Exponential Growth Formula, we know

that the upper growth rate of the

r,

UAτ ,α

hain

r.

Suppose to the

for a root of unity

ω.

r,

so we will be done if we

an establish that

r

is the

ontrary that this denominator has another root of modulus

Then we see that

1 − r k−1 − cr k = 1 − ω k−1 r k−1 − cω k r k = 0.
Therefore, by equating both sides and

an eling

r k−1 ,

we see that

ω k−1 + cω k r = 1 + cr.
Now

ompare the moduli of both sides of this equation. Sin e both terms on the right-hand side are

positive and real, the only way the moduli

ω = 1,

ould be equal is if

ω k−1 = ω k = 1,

whi h implies that

as desired.

✷

3 Rational Super lasses
Suppose that we are given a proper permutation

τ

so that three

(A1)

α

has length

k+1

and does not lie in

(A2)

τ

has length

k−1

and is not

(A3)

gr(UAτ ,α ) > gr(C).

Note that (A1)

lass

onditions are satised:

k − 1,

C

α,

α is not
UAτ ,α ∩ C = ∅.

Be ause
We

a member of

C

is proper, (A2)

but is

k

and permutations

α

and

and

whi h is less than

Proposition 2.2 and the Mar us-Tardos Theorem.
that

Choose an integer

C,

ontained in

an be satised be ause

k+1
permutations of length
2

C.

an be satised be ause

(k − 1)!

for

k ≥ 6,

and (A3)

α

ontains at most
an be ensured by

ontained in every member of the anti hain

UAτ ,α ,

we see

an now outline our approa h. Dene

CAτ ,α = C ∪ UA≤τ ,α .
By our previous observations,
is

UAτ ,α

CAτ ,α , meaning that no element of UAτ ,α
CAτ ,α \ X forms a permutation lass for

is a maximal anti hain in

ontained in any other element of

CAτ ,α .

It follows that
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every subset

X ⊆ UAτ ,α .

n

more permutations of length

n

hosen from

UAτ ,α .

N

By (A3) there is some integer
than

Now form the

C.

For ea h

lass

n ≥ N,

let

so that for every

Xn

onsist of

|Cn |

n ≥ N , UAτ ,α

ontains

permutations of length

Crat = CAτ ,α \ (XN ∪ XN +1 ∪ · · · ).
This

lass

n ≥ N

ontains pre isely as many permutation of ea h length

generating fun tion of

Crat

UA≤τ ,α .

Therefore the

UAτ ,α by a polynomial of degree at most N − 1, and
UAτ ,α is rational. Thus the following proposition will

will dier from that of

thus will be rational if the generating fun tion of

as

omplete the proof of our desired result.
Proposition 3.1 Suppose that the permutation

of length
fun tion

k − 1 and
≤
of UA ,α is
τ

that

Aτ

is

of length

k+1

does not

ontain the permutation

τ

rational.

Proof. We rst briey review the

σ,

α

onstru ted as des ribed in the previous se tion. Then the generating

we denote the ination

sum de omposition of permutations. Given two permutations

12[π, σ]

by

π ⊕ σ.

π

and

A permutation is said to be sum inde omposable if it

⋆

annot be written as the dire t sum of two shorter permutations . Note that every permutation has a
unique representation as a sum of sum inde omposable permutations.
It is easy to verify that deleting any entry from an in reasing os illation results in either a shorter
in reasing os illation or a sum de omposable permutation. Indeed, the only entries one may delete to
reate a shorter in reasing os illation are those whi h we inate by

UAτ ,α .

We need one more observation: be ause

obtain a permutation in
Let

a

A≤
τ.

denote the generating fun tion of

given by

A≤
τ.

τ 6≤ α

α

in order to form the anti hain

by (A2), if we delete any entries from

Clearly

a

we

is a polynomial; to be more pre ise, it is


a = x + 2x2 + 6x3 + · · · + (k − 1)!xk−1 + k! − k2 + 2k − 2 xk ,

but this level of detail is unne essary for our analysis.

α,

Now divide the elements of

UA≤τ ,α

into two

groups:
(C1) sum inde omposable permutations whi h

ontain two o

urren es of

α,

and

(C2) all other permutations.
We begin with (C1). By denition, all su h permutations have two o
generating fun tion a

urren es of

α,

whi h the

2k+2 fa tor. In addition to these two intervals, in order for
ounts for with an x

these permutations to be sum inde omposable, all other entries of the underlying in reasing os illating
sequen e must be inated by nonempty permutations from

A≤
τ.

Thus the generating fun tion for

permutations in (C1) is

x2k+2 a2
.
1−a

Note that this generating fun tion in ludes the
Next we
form
⋆

ontribution of the anti hain itself.

onsider permutations of the form (C2). These permutations

β ⊕ µ ⊕ η,

an be de omposed in the

where:

Equivalently, the permutation

these permutations are themselves

π

is sum inde omposable if and only if its inversion graph

alled

onne ted

by some authors.

Gπ

is

onne ted, and thus
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• β

is either empty or is formed by inating the least entry of an in reasing os illation by

• µ

is either empty or the sum of in reasing os illations with all entries inated by

• η

is either empty or is formed by inating the greatest or rightmost entry of an in reasing

all other entries by nonempty permutations in

os illation by

β

Note that both

α

and

and

Aτ ,

and all other entries by nonempty permutations in

η

α

≤

A≤
τ,

and

A≤
τ.

are sum inde omposable. We determine generating fun tions for ea h of these

three parts separately.
For ea h

m ≥ 1,

there is pre isely one in reasing os illation of length

obtain a suitable beginning

β.

1+
1a

where the

m

whi h may be inated to

Therefore the generating fun tion for these permutations is

ounts for the fa t that

β

xk+1
,
1−a

may be empty. To

ount suitable middles

µ, we rst

ount the

sum inde omposable permutations of this form. The sequen e of sum inde omposable permutations
of length m
1, 1, 2, 2, . . .

ontained in some in reasing os illation is easily seen to be enumerated by the sequen e
for

m ≥ 1,

(x + x3 )/(1 − x). Thus the generating
≤
from Aτ is an be obtained by substituting

and thus has the generating fun tion

fun tion for inations of these permutations by intervals

a

for

x

in this generating fun tion, and the generating fun tion for (possibly empty) sums of these

permutations is

Finally, we need to
ontribute

xk+1

α.

ount endings

η.

Inations of the unique in reasing os illation of length

to this generating fun tion. Inations of the unique in reasing os illation of length

(the permutation
by

1−a
1
=
.
3
1 − (a + a )/(1 − a)
1 − 2a − a3

21)

ontribute

Finally, there are

2

2xk+1 a

to this generating fun tion, as either entry may be inated

in reasing os illations of ea h length

os illations has a unique entry whi h may inated by

2

α,

so these

to the generating fun tion. Combining these terms and a

1 + xk+1 + 2
an

and ea h of these in reasing

ontribute

η

ounting for the possibility that

η

is empty

is

xk+1 a
.
1−a

UA≤τ ,α is





xk+1
1−a
xk+1 a
x2k+2 a2
k+1
+ 1+
1+x
+2
−1 ,
−a}
1−a
1 − 2a − a3
1−a
| 1 {z
|
{z
}
ompute that the generating fun tion of

type (C1)

whi h is

m ≥ 3,

xk+1 a2
1−a

shows that the generating fun tion for suitable endings

Now we

1
2

type (C2), with the empty permutation removed

learly rational, as desired.

Our main result now follows from our previous remarks and Proposition 3.1.

✷
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Theorem 3.2 Every proper permutation

lass is

ontained in a permutation

lass with a rational

generating fun tion.
Note that Theorem 3.2 is prima fa ie stronger than the Mar us-Tardos Theorem. Of
Mar us-Tardos Theorem has played a
Lest the reader be

ourse, the

ru ial role in its proof.

on erned that one

ould do even better than the

onstru t super-exponential anti hains, we

onstru tion in Se tion 2 and

on lude with the following

orollary of the Mar us-Tardos

Theorem.
Proposition 3.3 Every anti hain of permutations has a nite upper growth rate.

A be an anti hain of permutations, hoose some α ∈ A, and let β be any permutation whi h
properly ontains α. Be ause A is an anti hain, β annot be ontained in any element of A, and thus
A≤ ⊆ Av(β). Thus A≤ has a nite upper growth rate, whi h serves as an upper bound for the upper
✷
growth rate of A itself.
Proof. Let
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